ABSTRACT To achieve model reuse in combat effectiveness simulation systems development, cognitive decision behaviors are usually implemented using a scripting language, which is separate from the programming language used to implement simulation models. Therefore, it is desirable to establish a much better grounding for cognitive behaviors modeling. In the context of domain specific modeling, metamodeling from scratch for designing such a scripting language poses some limitations, among which is the issue of integrating various models that are represented by various customized languages with different syntax and semantics, together with a large expenditure of designing, implementing, and maintaining these languages and their supporting resources. Instead, UML profile-based metamodeling is adopted, as a lightweight extension to capture the cognitive domain specific concepts, relationships, and constraints. Moreover, a unifying framework is proposed to guide the cognitive domain specific profiles design. Upon this framework, the development process is shown through constructing an anti-submarine tactical profile in combat effectiveness simulation systems domain and the feasibility of the domain specific language is illustrated with an armed escort scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive behaviors modeling has long been a significant field in combat effectiveness simulation systems development. Inspired from model driven engineering, decomposition and increasing the level of abstraction are two effective means to specify combat effectiveness simulation system complexity. However, it poses some challenges especially regarding human-in-loop systems where the combat rules depend on human wills and the dynamics of the environmental situation. With fixed pre-implemented interfaces, also namely a script-based tactical manager [1] , cognitive behaviors are usually developed dynamically outside the simulation models. In other words, simulation models can be reused in various scenarios without any modification when the tactics change, by modifying only the tactics written in the scripting languages.
To enable such languages to describe the flexible tactics, metamodeling mechanism has long been adopted to improve the abstract hierarchy in the context of domain specific modeling (DSM), together with the model transformation technology [2] . Currently, there are two major kinds of metamodeling mechanisms. The first is to provide a lightweight extension for the existing language or profile, e.g., UML Profile [3] . The second is to establish a heavyweight metamodeling from scratch based on Meta-Object Facility (MOF), e.g., Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [4] . Determining which one is better has been discussed in the literature [5] , and yet there are no definitive answers for how to construct a domain specific language (DSL) as a guidance.
The heavyweight method, at the first glance, seems most suitable for defining a DSL, since the essence of DSM is direct modeling with familiar domain concepts, relationships, and domain specific constraints. However, there is significant integration difficulties between increasing heterogeneous sub-models represented by various DSLs, along with subsequent large designing, implementing, and maintaining costs for these DSLs as well as their supporting tools; there are plenty of metamodeling tools (e.g. MetaEdit+) but limited or no tool support available for a specific domain; it is difficult and time-consuming to train modelers on different notations; it can easily lead to inconsistent designs.
For these reasons, this paper adopts the lightweight UML-based metamodeling method and presents a unifying framework as a guideline to develop profiles for cognitive behaviors modeling. The benefits include that it shares a common syntactic and semantical foundation, which is a standard that is easy to learn with many publications available on it. Furthermore, it has a better tool support containing requirement analysis, architecture design, conceptual modeling, model transformation, and evaluation, etc. Lastly, it is govern by Object Management Group (OMG) and continues to evolve through strong support from a variety of industries and academics.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
To better know what the cognitive behaviors modeling is, it is helpful to learn its source and the relationships with relative parts. In this section, combat effectiveness simulation systems domain is explored through decomposition into static structural, physical behavioral, and cognitive behavioral parts. After that, relative standard profiles released by object management group are introduced as a good reference to cognitive behaviors modeling.
A. COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS SIMULATION SYSTEMS
Combat effectiveness simulation systems domain is usually decomposed into static structure, physical behavior, and cognitive behavior with the objective to decrease the level of system complexity [6] . Fig. 1 shows how the static structure applies physical behavior when developing simulation models, which are distinct from cognitive models.
Static structure contains a number of inherent entities and their relationships of a specific system. It is the most stable part which is determined by the nature of a given system. On the other hand, physical behavior refers to the dynamic behavior of a specific entity in physical or information domain. It is also relatively stable but somewhat varies across different situations. The static structure and physical behavior combine together, forming the simulation models invoked by the cognitive models.
Cognitive behaviors belong to the cognitive or social domain where human will or outside environment plays key roles. Due to the difference between decision making abilities, cultural traditions, and educational backgrounds, it is the most flexible part and should be developed outside the simulation models. Hence, a similar simulation model can be reused to schedule multiple cognitive models through predefined interfaces, i.e., the script-based tactical manager as mentioned above. To capture the overall process that human beings or organizations use to think, grow, and thrive in rapidly changing environments, observe orient decide act (OODA) loop methodology [7] is generally well suited for explicitly specifying ambiguity and uncertainty.
Combat effectiveness simulation systems are featured with high flexibility and richness in domain knowledge. Therefore, it requires a separation of cognitive models from simulation models at first. Without maintaining this separation, the simulation models would have to be rewritten and recompiled every time when the tactics change. Second, a domain specific language tailored in a more understandable and modifiable way to represent the rich domain knowledge. Third, a set of domain specific constraints enforced at a higher level of abstraction to minimize the faults and errors found in later stages of the development process.
Such considerations should be accomplished in a wellestablished framework due to the large number of tactics embedded in the battlefield and the complexity of open environment. There are also many constraints that need to be considered. These constraints may crosscut various entities, which make the development task very challenging. In addition, the development process itself is complex because recurring input and feedback from vendors are necessary.
B. UML PROFILES DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
There exist two mechanisms to extend UML as defined by OMG: profiles and metamodel extensions, both of which are known as profiles [8] , [9] . Three primary methods are concluded to define domain specific modeling languages [10] : refine an existing general modeling language, specializing some of its general constructs to represent domain specific constructs; extend an existing modeling language, supplementing with fresh domain specific constructs; and define a new modeling language from scratch. Others might give some good ideas on how to represent the new domain specific language [11] - [13] , but there is no definite best selection for a given project, because each method has advantages and drawbacks.
The last technique seems most suitable for defining a DSL, since the essence of DSM is direct modeling with familiar domain concepts, relationships, and constraints. However, there is significant integration difficulty between increasing heterogeneous sub-models represented by various DSLs, with subsequent large designing, implementing, and maintaining costs for these DSLs as well as their supporting tools. These problems cannot be completely avoided by the second method, but they occur in a somewhat milder form. The underlying cause is that existing modeling resources, e.g. modeling infrastructure, expertise, documents, etc., are accessible to some degree.
Therefore, this paper adopted the first method (refining an existing general language) developed several practical methods to define DSLs based on UML profile, which captures DSM advantages and also provides many modeling resources. It is believed that the domain specific concepts VOLUME 5, 2017 can be represented by tailoring existing UML metamodel elements without having to introduce new metaconcepts to UML. Furthermore, this method will enable available tool support, which is a significant advantage for modelers in adopting UML over other languages.
In essence, UML profile is an extension of UML 2.0 [14] and the construction process of UML profiles is within the following principles:
1) UML integration. The domain specific profile definition complies with the syntactic and semantic principles of metamodel provided in the UML 2.0 superstructure. 2) Reuse and minimalism. The domain specific profile definition extends or makes direct use of UML elements to reuse maximum existing relationships. 3) Constraints simplicity. The domain specific constraints definition avoids complex representations across different UML elements.
C. TYPICAL UML PROFILES
Based on model driven engineering, a model architectureoriented method [15] is introduced to handle model composability [16] , domain-specific modeling [17] , and model evolvability [18] in combat effectiveness simulation systems. A common framework-based domain-specific composable modeling method is also proposed to handle composable modeling and multi-domain modeling requirements [19] . Both of them established the ground for combat effectiveness simulation modeling. However, their work on cognitive behaviors modeling is with eclipse modeling framework, which belongs to the kind of heavyweight metamodeling method. Thus, there is the issue of how to establish an interface between the various sub-models which are represented by different customized languages. There are several main standard profiles released by OMG in which some successful development experience can be used to guide UML profiles creation process for cognitive modeling in combat effectiveness simulation systems.
OMG defines that ''SysML is a general-purpose graphical modeling language for specifying, analyzing, designing, and verifying complex systems that may include hardware, software, information, personnel, procedures, and facilities'' [20] . We can also view SysML as a domain specific language since it is defined as an extension of a subset of UML using the UML profiling mechanism. Recently, with a semantic foundation of graphical representations, the language has been successfully applied in complex systems for modeling system requirements, behavior, structure, and parameters. There is also another profile extended from a subset of SysML for specific modeling requirements, namely the SafeML [21] and its supporting tool for modeling safety information for designing safety-critical systems.
To enhance the UML structuring and behavioral expression power, the UML SPT profile focuses on capturing the concept of schedulability, performance and time (SPT) [22] . In particular, for the real-time systems domain which has strong timing constraints, this profile is progressively gaining popularity as it provides a set of stereotypes and tagged values to model quality of service, resource, time, and concurrency concepts and to support predictive quantitative analysis.
As an extension of SPT, the MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real Time and Embedded systems) profile is intended to replace the existing UML-SPT profile [23] . In order to add more capabilities to specify real time and embedded systems, MARTE defines several packages such as NonFunctional Properties (NFPs), Generic Resource Modeling (GRM), Allocation Modeling (Alloc), Generic Component Modeling (GCM), and Generic Quantitative Analysis Modeling (GQAM) among others.
In fact, the existing profiles do not include many of the concepts in the cognitive behaviors domain. On the other hand, they come along with definitions that are not needed and may impose needless complexity. Therefore, our contribution lies significantly in providing a well-suited profile for the domain of interest. To deliver a better solution, the domain concepts, such as tactics, need to be handled at both the abstract as well as the concrete syntactic levels. For instance, we define a set of domain specific syntactic constructs in order to facilitate the decision-making process for the military professionals. These constructs are tailored at the different levels of abstraction to be suitable for the selected domain. Specific notations are created to provide better and consistent communication with the domain experts.
III. THE UNIFYING FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGNING COGNITIVE DOMAIN SPECIFIC PROFILE
Currently, there have been little guidelines applied to define a domain specific language for cognitive behaviors modeling. Consequently, many profiles can be either invalid because they are conflict with the standard UML principles, or incomprehensive because they do not adequately capture necessary domain knowledge. Therefore, overcoming these issues is a key question that an effective framework needs to answer for defining well-formed and flexible profiles.
This section progressively presents the unifying framework for designing cognitive domain specific profiles. We believe that the framework proposed to develop the profile in this research can be adapted to produce technically correct quality profiles in other domains. As shown in Fig. 2 , we follow the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) four-layer metamodeling architecture and identify its language engineering and model implementation parts. The framework is illustrated by constructing an anti-submarine tactics (AST) profile and demonstrated by an armed escort example.
A. META-OBJECT FACILITY
MOF is a strict four-layer metamodeling architecture in which every model element on every layer is strictly in correspondence with a model element of the layer above [24] . M3-layer defines the language for describing metamodels. The models in this layer, called meta-metamodels, conform to themselves. M2-layer defines the language for specifying a model. Its models, called metamodels, are instances of a meta-metamodel. The logic can be extended to M1-and M0-layer, too. M1-layer defines a language to describe the real world and its model is an instance of metamodel. M0-layer defines the real world and its model is an instance of a model. The four-layer conceptual architecture creates an infrastructure for customizing a new modeling language or making future language extensions. In general, it is widely used as a principle by the language engineering community.
B. LANGUAGE ENGINEERING BASED ON UML PROFILE
To understand any enterprise, it is necessary to analyze the process: which activities are preformed, what entities are operated on, and what the casual relationships are [25] . In this framework, the language engineering defines three distinct but closely related activities. First, the metamodeling activity specifies domain knowledge then outputs the domain specific metamodel which consists of the fundamental language constructs, relationships, and constraints. Second, the profiling activity identifies the most suitable UML metaclass which is semantically closest to the semantics of domain concepts. Third, the friendly-modeling activity applies the domain specific profile to represent the concrete case examples.
1) METAMODELING
The process of language engineering commences with the initial definition of the domain model, which is the purpose of the metamodeling activity. Metamodeling is the explicit modeling to capture the abstract syntax of a class of models, i.e., of a modeling language [26] . A domain model is the specification of what needs to be represented and how.
In general, a domain model is a DSL metamodel and should include the following key elements [10] .
1) A set of fundamental language constructs that represent the essential domain concepts.
2) A set of valid relationships that exist between the domain concepts. 3) A set of constraints that govern how the language constructs can be combined to produce valid models. 4) The concrete syntax or notation of the language. 5) The semantics or meaning of the language. It is not an easy task to define the above key elements because they become woven together when defining such a domain model. Moreover, the domain model is related with the subsequent activity profiling. To get a valid profile of good quality, it is of importance to identify some experience with defining profiles that will avoid some of the common pitfalls.
Firstly, specify the domain model without any consideration of UML metamodels.
This experience aims to acquire an unpolluted specification of domain model being designed. To achieve such a domain model, it is necessary to isolate domain metamodeling from the UML profiling. With such a separation of concerns, domain experts and modelers can concentrate on their domains of interest based on their specialties.
Unfortunately, the development of far too many profiles tends to map a domain concept or relationship into the UML metaclasses once they are identified. At first glance, it seems to be reasonable because the light weighted profile-based method conforms to the standard UML metamodels. But a further examination reveals that the domain model is of poor quality to represent the domain knowledge even though the standard UML metamodel is well satisfied.
To illustrate such a situation, consider a simple extension of the Statecharts formalism for adding an explicit specification with regard to event. In this example, we want the event to be an independent element which has itself graphical concrete syntax, attributes and operations.
If we seek a well aligned UML metaclass once a domain concept is identified, shown in Fig. 3 , the resulting profile seems an ''ideal'' domain specific language because its semantics keeps a maximum similarity with the standard UML. But unfortunately the implied domain model, the lower part of Fig. 3 , is not the best conceptualization of the domain definitions or at least it can be significantly enhanced because ''Event'' is not an intended independent element.
Thus, without any consideration of the standard UML metamodels at this stage, we concentrate on domain modeling and focus on the new framework in terms of its capability to provide a valid representation from a purely domain point of view. Except the basis of Statecharts formalism that includes ''State'', ''Transition'', ''Condition'', ''Action'', and ''PseudoState'', an additional event specification that consists of ''Event'', ''Internal Event'', and ''External Event'' as well as some affiliated attributes are added. This metamodel, shown in Fig. 4 , can be viewed as a class diagram.
Unlike the shared relationship between the element ''Transition'' and the element ''Event'' shown in Fig. 3 , transition connects states and events, indicated by the directed relations. Each event may have 0 or more transitions exiting it, as Once the domain model is completed, it does not mean that we can proceed to the subsequent work without any change of the domain model. In practice, the domain model may have its domain specific constraints, attributes, and relationships which are in conflict with the standard UML metamodels. Consequently, we cannot always map the domain concepts precisely to the UML metaclasses. As a result, we need to adjust the domain model with some loss of expressiveness if conflict occurs.
Take the similar example discussed above, the state event metamodel is an ideal model since it is purely defined by fitting elements one by one as mentioned above. In other words, the profile based on the metamodel is perfectly able to represent the domain knowledge. However, the relation between the element ''Event'' and the element ''Transition'' does not exist in the standard state machine metamodel as the domain requires. In order to comply with the standard UML rules, we may delete the relation and generate event from the element ''PseudoState''. Although the conformance issues are addressed by adjusting the state event metamodel at the cost of expressive power, the profile strays too far from the ideal because event and state are distinct. Therefore, it may be the case that the light weight profile-based method is inappropriate for developing such a domain specific language, and the heavy weight metamodeling should be adopted. When that happens, the advantage is that the domain model established from the light weighted method has been created considering other extension mechanisms. Therefore, it can be reused in the heavy weighted method.
Thirdly, check the domain model to reduce the complexity of constraints.
The complexity in the domain model lies in two related perspectives. The model needs to address the domain experts' requirements while complying with the UML metamodel. A compromise must be worked out in a case of a conflict that may arise between the domain experts' needs and the technical modelers. The design of the metamodel can significantly impact the subsequent activities such as instantiation and constraint formulation. The readability of the created metamodel is also an important aspect. The computational speed of enforcing a constraint relies on the used algorithm for formulating that constraint which depends heavily on the constituted structure by the metamodel. In some cases, the domain specific constraints can become unreadable or even cannot be represented in OCL.
Consider the state event metamodel example shown in Fig. 4 . The entity ''ActiveState'' and the entity ''StaticState'' are both generated from the common entity ''State'' to relate with each other through the entity ''Transition''. Referring to the principle one of activity cycle diagram (ACD) [27] , the active state and the static state should alternate. In other words, the similar type of entities cannot be connected continuously with each other. OCL describes such a domain specific constraint as follows:
The above constraint can be formulated simpler if we make a change on the structure of the metamodel. As shown in Fig. 5 , we add an enumeration ''stateStatus'' which has two enumeration literal ''ACTIVE'' and ''STATIC'' to represent the different status of the entity ''State'' which has an attribute ''status'' that is typed by the enumeration. Thus, the two deriving entities ''ActiveState'' and ''StaticState'' as well as their generated relations are all deleted (see Fig. 4 ). Therefore, the structure of domain model has changed. When describing the alternating relationship between static and active states as mentioned above, OCL describes it as shown in the bottom note of Fig. 5 with the same context and the same constraint name. The function ''oclIsTypeOf()'' is replaced by the direct attribute assignment to further improve the time for examining the constraint hence an additional data is being stored which is the state status. 
2) UML PROFILING
Once the metamodeling activity is completed, the second activity named profiling can start. This is an activity of mapping the domain concepts to the most suitable UML base classes. There are also several experiences which can be viewed as guidelines to find a most suitable UML base class for each domain concept.
Firstly, the UML base classes should be selected semantically similar to the domain concepts. This is important for new stereotypes to reuse the existing UML tools if their semantics are most closely related. In this case, less domain specific constraints are needed or at least they can become simpler to be described.
Furthermore, not all the stereotypes are from the UML base classes. Instead, some of them can be constructed by generation from super stereotypes. For example, the stereotype ''ActiveState'' and ''StaticState'' can be directly generated from the super stereotype ''State''. It is not necessary for them to be extended from the base UML class ''State'' again.
Lastly, the selected UML base classes are not always well aligned with the domain concepts. They can be contradictory. When this happens, special care must be taken to add proper constraints to resolve conflicts. For instance, we can add a constraint of forcing the cardinality to be 0 for eliminating a relationship connecting some entities in the UML metaclass. Note that if the constraint is described poorly or may be unreadable across many entities, we need to consider another metaclass to be extended.
3) PROFILE EVALUATION
The domain specific profile is often evaluated though the UML compliant tools that are embedded in selected development environments, such as Magicdraw, Papyrus, and Astah, which is a significant advantage of adopting the lightweight extension method. To evaluate the correctness of a profile, an important principle of the evaluation work is that constructing its concrete implementations and should be carried out by following the syntactic and semantic aspects of a language.
1) Abstract syntax. Creating an object diagram through UML evaluation tools to show instances of metaclasses and links related to metaassociations, to validate them with the domain specific profile and relevant OCL constraints ensuring the correctness of the abstract syntax model. 2) Semantics. Transforming the domain specific profile to another language that has precise and well-defined semantics, such as Java, C++, and Python, ensuring translational semantics. On the other, defining an interpreter to execute the domain specific profile ensuring operational semantics. 3) Concrete syntax. Developing a domain specific modeling tool to implement either textual or diagrammatic forms that are specific to the domain requirements.
4) USER FRIENDLY-MODELING
With the customized profile, one can model by using the language constructs that they are familiar with. User friendlymodeling is not only a benefit from using domain specific modeling, but also a mean in which we check whether the profile is qualified to represent the real world or not.
In practice, we often find some practical modeling issues when using the domain specific language. This is inevitable because the domain specific rules are always discovered in practice even though domain experts have very professional domain knowledge. Thanks to the unifying framework for developing UML based domain specific profile, we can more easily add the new discovering domain specific rules and clearly renew the language based on the previous one.
5) MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The remaining model implementation of the unifying framework is divided into simulation models and tactics files to emphasize their decoupling [28] . Through the code mapping rules, elements of language engineering can be mapped into the code snippets of model implementation. In M2-and M1 layers, model implementation is divided into simulation models (e.g., structural and physical models) and cognitive models (e.g., tactics files) with the fixed pre-defined interfaces.
With such a separation, simulation models call the predefined interfaces to connect cognitive models, thus they do not need to be recompiled when cognitive models change. In M3-and M0 layers, model implementation has the same elements to instantiate the modeling language from MOF, and to create the run-time instances in the run-time environment, respectively.
C. MODEL TRANSFORMATION
Model transformation is an automated process of modifying and creating one or several target models from one or several source models. The aim of model transformation is to save effort and reduce information loss as much as possible by automating model building and modification where possible. The key to designing a successful model transformation is a set of formal transformation rules to improve model continuity. Although there is no general guidance to define a good model transformation, we can evaluate model continuity according to the following criteria derived from software engineering [29] . Currently, there are two kinds of model transformation, with different expressions and output types. Model driven architecture (MDA) defines three model types: independent of computing details (CIM), independent of the computing platform (PIM), and specific to a particular computing platform (PSM).
1) M2M
It focuses on the design of a set of formal rules to ensure model continuity when transforming CIM to PIM. The transformation usually incorporates three steps. 1) All CIM concepts, relationships, and domain specific rules are transformed into specific PIM elements, connections, and domain specific constraints, respectively. 2) Compare all PIM elements, connections, and constraints to delete identical expressions. 3) Check the target PIM conforms to the target metamodel.
Completeness can be ensured in step 1) since all CIM elements are transformed, and a corresponding PIM element can be found for each CIM element.
Step 2) is helpful and necessary to reduce target PIM element redundancy. Syntactical correctness can be satisfied in step 3) since the PIM will be expressed in a given target formalism, and its semantical correctness will be evaluated in later stages of model transformation. Determinism is guaranteed implicitly in the model transformation editors, such as ATL IDE, which eases development and execution of ATL transformations [30] .
2) M2T
As the name implies, an M2T transformation converts a source model into a text file. If the text is in source code form, then the transformation is also called code generation, and the transformer is also called a code generator. Since the goal of the unifying framework is to generate code to support simulation, rather than supportive document creation, an M2T transformation is the same as a code generation.
The process of an M2T transformation is similar to that of an M2M transformation. The only difference is that step 2) in the M2M transformation can be skipped in an M2T transformation, since uniqueness has already been checked. Therefore, the three criteria listed above are achieved. Similarly, determinism is satisfied because model transformation editors, such as Acceleo, implicitly guarantee a unique output for each particular input.
D. TOOL SUPPORT ARCHITECTURE
Tool support is very important to increase software development productivity. Fig. 6 shows the proposed tool support architecture to support the framework, incorporating four layers: metamodeling environments, model editors, model transformation tools, and simulation tools.
In the metamodeling environment, Papyrus, a model based IDE, realizes the UML profile mechanism to address any specific domain. Every part of Papyrus may be customized: UML profile, model explorer, diagram notation and style, properties views, palette and creation menus, etc. The model editor layer includes the general and specific modeling environments. The former is mainly used to capture domain knowledge based on particular paradigms, such as FSMs, and the latter mainly represents domain specific models based on UML profile mechanisms. Once a model is well defined, it may be transformed into another expressional form closer to the implement details. The model transformation tools include ATL for M2M transformations and Acceleo for M2T transformations, as described above.
The simulation tools layer includes assistant tools integrated in the Weapon Effectiveness Simulation Systems (WESS) platform: data manager is a data management tool for preliminary data preparation; scenario editor is used to describe the battle field and armed status of both combat sides; cognitive behavior editor is used to support simulation analysts to specify cognitive decision behaviors in a combat platform specific manner; Design of Experiment (DOE) editor is for experiment design; visual display includes 2D and 3D viewers to free simulation developers from coding; and output analyzer automatically generates reports based on simulation results.
The demonstrating example is about an armed escort which applies various anti-submarine tactics when an adversary submarine is possibly cruising around the escort route. Thanks to the proposed framework, we develop the case gradually from metamodeling to profiling to friendly-modeling, which prevent us from getting into those pitfalls stated earlier. Furthermore, we use OCL to describe the constraints on the metamodel and profile elements for specifying well-formedness rules.
IV. AST PROFILE UPON THE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we demonstrate our approach to achieve the unifying framework for modeling AST. We analyze the AST domain concepts in conjunction with the construction of their realizations according the framework.
A. DOMAIN CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS
Tactics are ''the employment and ordered arrangement of forces in relation to each other, also the procedures, techniques'' [31] . Generally, anti-submarine warfare process includes three phases: search, attack, and evasion, and in each phase there are various corresponding AST tactics.
The best defense is certainly to stay undetected. Once detected, the best way of survival is to break contact as soon as possible [32] . To achieve the goal, there are usually two ways to disappear from the enemy's vision. One is active evasive maneuver. The other is to employ passive deceptive countermeasures such as decoy and jammer (the ''soft kill'' method). A successful anti-submarine tactic depends on close-cooperation of these two maneuvers.
When it comes to the effective tactic to stay undetected, keeping the platform going in the baffles of the enemy should be safe. For a submarine's aft (shown as shaded part in Fig. 7) , its baffles are a cone about 15 degrees wide extending aft from the stern, underwater disrupted by the water environment and the submarine itself. In such a blind area, the sonar is ineffective, thus this tactic enable a platform to track and trail a target as well as remain undetected from the enemy. However, it is not always safe to stay in the baffles of the enemy, since there are tactics against it. The tracking platform may suddenly make 90 to 360 degree turns to listen its former baffles, e.g. the famous ''Crazy Ivan'' [33] .
When detected, the platform begins an evasive process which consists of a set of actions. It launches the decoy with the direction perpendicular to the bearing of the target, and turns to the opposite direction at maximum speed to get the maximum evasive time while the enemy runs to the decoy. Considering the maximum turning radius and decrease in acceleration, it is of importance for the platform not to turn more than necessary. So in order to always turn fewer degrees, the decoy is usually launched on a course into the two aft quadrants of the platform. As shown in Fig. 8 , the incoming submarine is to the starboard side of the surface ship from the third quadrant. The surface ship fires the decoy into the second quadrant, perpendicular to the bearing of the submarine. Then, the surface ship takes a turn-angle θ into the fourth quadrant to evade by accelerating to maximum speed. More details about the classic evasive tactic can be found in [34] , [35] . Meanwhile, it deploys two pairs of jammers with an interval of 14 seconds, forming a cluster of noise around the platform so that the target might lose contact if already detected.
B. COGNITIVE BEHAVIORS METAMODLEING
All of these factors, such as the received information, categories of threats, commanders' abilities, cultural traditions, etc., should be considered in the process of cognitive modeling. Fig. 9 depicts the AST cognitive metamodel, which is organized into three kinds of elements. The first deals with observe, orient, decide, and act for the OODA loop in which several cognitive domain specific characteristics are identified as shown in Table 1 . The second deals with task, ocean environment, threat, hazard, harm, tactic, and action result for the loop inputs or outputs. The last include three search patterns using dipping sonar, and level. Note tactic is abstract and it is inherited by search, defense, and attack according to the tactical phased process as depicted earlier.
As for the well-formedness rules, OCL, as a declarative language that can be used to define model constraints in terms of predicate logic, is adopted to describe the constraints on elements of the AST cognitive metamodel. A constraint is VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 9. The AST cognitive metamodel. defined as [36] : ''A constraint is a restriction on one or more values of (part of) an object-oriented model or system.''
In general, language has syntax and semantics. Syntax has an abstract syntax and a concrete syntax. The abstract syntax defines the set of syntactically correct models which describe the concepts of modeling language, relationships that may exist among the concepts, and well formedness rules specifying how the concepts can be combined. The concrete syntax gives notations for constructing and presenting models. Notations can be textual and/or visual. The textual syntax uses constructed text to represent models, such as XML. The visual syntax represents the language diagrammatically, which is used in this research. While, semantics, describing the meaning of the language, has also two types: static and dynamic. Static semantics defines the well formedness of the constructs in the language in the form of invariant conditions that must hold for any model created using the language. Dynamic semantics then is the interpretation of a given set of constructs in the specific context of model instances themselves.
Accordingly, we define the domain specific constraints on the cognitive metamodel mainly from two aspects. One is the syntactical constraints that ensure the correctness of attributes, entities, and the structural well formedness rules.
Consider such two possible syntactic constraints on the attribute ''probabilityOfOccurence'' of the entity ''observe'', and its cardinality related to entity ''Task''. As stated using English, might be:
First, the value range of threat occurrence probability has a specific level of severity. Second, one observer can be assigned a maximum of 10 tasks. OCL specifies them as follows: context observe Inv : AttributeCompatible probabilityOfOccurrence >= 0.8 implies severity = Level:: HIGH and probabilityOfOccurrence >= 0.5 and probabilityOfOccurrence < 0.8 implies severity = Level::MIDDLE and probabilityOfOccurrence >= 0.0 and probabilityOfOccurrence < 0.5 implies severity = Level::LOW context observe Inv : TaskCapability self.
Task. allInstances()-> size() <= 10
The other aspect is semantic constraints which specify meaningful constraints and ensures the language satisfies them [37] . We know that a good tactic is limited to the available devices. Suppose during a combat the number of the available sonobouys is not enough to decide one of the search patterns using sonobouys. Such a constraint can be specified by OCL as: context SearchBySB Inv: RemainingDevicesCons getRemainingDevices() < 1 implies kind <> SearchPatternsBySB:: Circle
C. UML PROFILING BASED ON DOMIAN MODEL
Profiling is a process of mapping domain model elements to UML metaclasses that requires them to be semantically aligned. The more semantic similarity, the more features could be reused, and the less resulting complexity for the language. From this perspective, the mapping is not a one-time process, it is a selection which requires further investigation if the current one might not be the most appropriate one. There are mainly two categories of mapping extensions for AST profiling, as shown in Fig.10 .
In the first category, all of the inputs and outputs of OODA loop are directly or indirectly mapped to the UML ''class''. In UML, ''a class describes a set of objects that share the same specifications of features, constraints, and semantics'' [38] . This is closer to the meaning of the loop inputs or outputs. Take ''Tactic'' as an example, which is basically defined as such a logical entity that generally has similar employment and ordered arrangement of forces, also the procedures and techniques. Consequently we select the UML base metaclass ''Class'' to be extended by the stereotype ''Tactic'' which is generated by stereotypes ''Defense'', ''Search'', and ''Attack''. They are further generated by stereotypes ''ActiveDefense'', ''SearchByDS'', etc. Similar to the rest of elements, such as ''Hazard'', ''Harm'', and ''Task'', etc., tactics are all mapped to the same metaclass ''Class''. Note that not all the stereotypes are designed by only extending the UML metaclasses. In fact, we can also construct stereotypes by the inheritance from another stereotype based on their semantics.
The concrete syntax is described in Table 2 , as well as some tagged values that are typed as ''Enumeration''. Each stereotype in the cognitive profile has a source of generation which is either mapped from UML metaclass or inherited from another stereotype.
Note that the Enumeration type of tags may have different graphical notations. For instance, if the tag ''kind'' of stereotype ''SearchByDS'' is assigned the value ''SearchPatternsByDS::Circle'', the corresponding graphical notation is a circle. If assigned the value ''SearchPatternsByDS::Square'', then it is a square.
In the second category, the OODA loop nodes are all mapped to the UML ''Association'' and detailed in Table 3 .
Designing such a profile not only requires abstractions of aspects such as human activities (observe, orient, decide, and act), tactics (active defense, passive defense, search using dipping sonar, and search using sonobuoys), the surrounding environment (the coming threat, the ocean environment, task, and the result of action), and the security (harm and hazard), but also a flexible framework which can account for external changes. In other words, if the modeling requirements need to be updated under new situations, we just need to modify the concrete implementations not the framework. So the cognitive behavior framework should be able to represent the common domain knowledge, and for the concrete implementations we just need to do direct instantiation or simple extensions.
In order to ensure the consistency of the profile with the semantics of the domain model, a set of constraints need to be defined.
In the context of ''Hazard'', consider such an invariable named ''TaskMustBeAssigned'' which represents that one task is assigned for any hazard at least. This is because the hazard occurs on the premise of conducting some tasks. OCL defines this constraint as:
context Hazard inv: TaskMustBeAssigned not self. base_Class. ownedAttribute. association. memberEnd. class.
V. A CASE EXAMPLE: ARMED ESCORT
Armed escort is usually conducted through cruising in open waters, which may cause harms such as being detected by enemy submarine, or even attacked by enemy torpedo. Countermeasures such as decoys and jammers should be launched to deduce or deny the enemy's detection. If no decoys and jammers are available, run away at the maximum speed to evade the enemy's detection range. Fig. 11 shows the armed escort model constructed in the AST profile tool. 
A. USER FRIENDLY-MODELING USING AST PROFILE TOOL
We can identify the following hazards when assigned the escort task, harms while taking these hazardous actions, and the corresponding tactics if those harms occur.
The task of armed escort, if assigned, is assumed to be conducted through cruising in open waters, which may cause harms such as being detected by enemy submarine, or even attacked by enemy torpedo. To survive in such situations, various AST tactics stated in domain conceptual analysis can be applied to disturb the threat's vision or even destroy the enemy. For instance, staying in the blind area of the adversary submarine, or countermeasures such as decoys and jammers should be launched to deduce or deny the enemy's detection. If no decoys and jammers are available, run away at the maximum speed to evade the enemy's detection range. Meanwhile, available weapons could be launched if possible. We do not show all the tagged values to improve readability, and just present the snapshot of tagged values for the ''ArmedEscort'' task as shown in the Properties window.
The task has two tagged values ''importance'' that is assumed to be ''MIDDLE'', which represents that the task is not an really urgent one, and the ''difficultyFactor'' that is set to ''0.7'', which indicates that the task is considerably not easy to be accomplished. Thus, many of cognitive domain characteristics that cannot be specified by general purpose modeling languages are well-defined by using AST profile.
B. M2T TRANSFORMATION
Model-to-Text (M2T) transformation is a key component for model driven engineering. According to the model transformation process [39] , the general source model is some instance models which must conform to a certain metamodel, and the target model can represented in texts such as java, C++, python, etc. The design of the transformation model is a vital task to implement the M2T transformation. This paper uses Acceleo [40] as the M2T transformation tool since the AST profile is developed in the context of Eclipse Modeling Project (EMP) where Acceleo as an add-plugin is available and can be much more consistent with the products in the same development environment. It is a template-based code generator that contains a code generation editor with syntax highlighting, completion, real time error detection and refactoring. The source model is a collection of UML instance models and the target model is described as Java programming text. Fig. 12 presents the screenshot of the transformation code and generated code, with left part and right part respectively.
The generated code is automatically placed in the M2T framework while the concrete code is manually implemented. As an example, the tactic ''LaunchDecoys'' is described as pseudocode and implemented as follows:
//The evasive tactics of launching sonar decoys. θ represents the turning angle, r represents the turning radius.
If ( Once the code is ready, the simulation expert integrates it into the WESS (Weapon Effectiveness Simulation System) platform, which is a modeling and simulation platform for engagement-level effectiveness simulation and analysis. From the perspectives of simulation model developers and simulation application developers, WESS has two workflows: Domain Model Development (DMD) and Simulation Application Development (SAD). DMD must be completed before generating, implementing, and testing code for the physical and cognitive models. In SAD, a set of tools is developed to support collecting data and formulating scenarios, designing experiments and tactics, and displaying and analyzing simulation scenarios and outputs. Using WESS platform, we can visually observe the whole combat process, which is important for simulation application developers to be freed from hundreds of thousands of lines of code or texts. Thus, one can intuitively decide when and where the errors may occur. Moreover, we just need to change the value of decision parameters, not to construct a new scenario from scratch, thus a different search pattern can be obtained in the same simulation scenario. The evasion tactics discussed earlier, for example, we set the parameter value of ''Quadrant'' to easily change the launch direction of decoy without simulation models re-engineering and re-compiling. In this simulation experiment, we set four scenarios with different incoming directions of threats, to study the time of stay undetected and the evasion ratio for each scenario. In addition, we set the total running time for each scenario to logical time 1200s and each runs 100 rounds of Monte Carlo simulations, in order to provide confidence for domain experts making decisions such as mission planning, new equipment acquisition.
The data collected from the simulation results, as shown in Table 4 , exhibits that if the threat is coming from the quadrant III, the surface ship enjoys the highest evasion ratio of 0.862. Moreover, the surface ship in this scenario can stay a long time of undetected with the number of 54.667s, and it is found at the last by 336s. Another interesting finding is that the evasion ratio is positively correlated with the other two results, i.e. the time of stay undetected and the first time found by target. For example, quadrant IV, with a lowest evasion ratio of 0.773, is the most dangerous scenario accompanying with the fewest time of staying undetected and the first time of being found, which is followed by quadrants I and II.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a new domain-specific modeling language for specifying Anti-Submarine Tactics aiming to significantly reduce the communication gap between domain experts and simulation modelers. Using this profile, one can not only represent various underwater tactics by directly using domain specific concepts, relationships, and constraints with which they are very familiar, but also able to benefit from the standard UML design notations and existing tools.
To achieve this goal, a unifying framework is proposed to guide how to develop the cognitive domain specific profile based on UML domain-specific language design and development. Following this unifying framework, a case study using the AST profile is discussed to highlight the overall development process from metamodeling to profiling and friendly-modeling. Meanwhile, Object Constraint Language (OCL) is applied to capture the domain specific constraints at earlier phases, i.e., metamodeling and profiling help reduce errors that often reveal themselves in latter stages of development including testing and evaluation.
The profile has been shown good expressiveness that can represent various aspects of anti-submarine tactics such as tasks, hazards, harms, tactics, results, and each node in typical OODA lifecycle. The development of the AST profile has been also shown from initial domain specific concepts to concrete models implementation.
However, the current effort still needs further evaluations from domain experts to promote the model syntax and operational semantics consistency. Thankfully, we account for the future changes and enhancement via the framework presented in this paper. As a result, incorporating such changes is made simpler and disciplined. The future work concentrates on the accessibility of the AST profile in other combat effectiveness simulation domains such as air defense, air to air combat, and joint special operations with the objective of making this profile more complete and understandable. Member with the Journal of System Simulation. He is the first author of over 5 books, over 80 articles indexed in SCI and EI, and over ten industry projects (more than U.S. 600,000). His research interests include simulation-based system design and demonstration, and agent-based modeling and simulation.
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